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which they have studied as research students, under conditions 
prescribed in another ordinance of the Commission just issued 
dealing with the regulations for degrees in. arts and 
science. In regard to the degree of Doctor of Science, it is 
provided that graduates who ha,·e taken the degree of Master of 
Arts with honours in mathematics and natural philo;ophy, may 
proceed to the degree of Doctor of Science in the same univer· 
sity after the expiry of five years from the date of their gradua
tion in arts, under the same conditions as if they held the degree 
of Bachelor of Science. Research students within the meaning 
of the ordinance relating to the regulations for the encourage· 
rr.ent of special study and research may offer themselves for the 
degree of Doctor of Science of the university in which they 
have pursued some special study under that ordinance, although 
they have not taken the degree of Bachelor of Science, or the 
degree of :\faster of Arts with honours in mathematics and 
natural philosophy in that University, under the following con· 
ditions:-

(1) That they hold the degree of Bachelor of Science or 
Bachelor of Medicine of a Scottish or any recognised university, 
or a degree of any such university, which the Senatus Academ
icm shall hold to be equi,·alent to the degree of Bachelor of 
Science or to the degree of Master of Arts with honours in 
nuthematics and natural philosophy. 

(2) That they have spent not less than two winter sessions or 
an equivalent period as research students in the university 
granting the degree, and that they produce evidence of satis· 
factory progress in the special study or research undertaken by 
them dming that period. 

(3) That a period of not less than five years shall havt; elapsed 
from the date of the graduation required in sub-section (1) of 
this section. 

All candidates for the degree of Doctor of Science have to 
present a thesis or a published memoir or work, to be approved 
by the Senatus on the recommendation of the Faculty of 
Science ; provided that, if required by the Senatus, the candi
date aho be bound to pass such an examination a> may 
from time to time be determined. The thesis must be a record 
of original research undertaken ·by the candidate, and has to be 
accompanied by a declaration signed by him that the work has 
been done and the thesis composed by himself. 

It will be noted with re5ret that no provision is made for the 
publication of the thesis. This is a serious omis-ion, for 
scientific work, if worthy of a degree, is surely worthy of 
publication. 

THE name of Dr. D. II. Scott should have been added last 
week to the list of Oxford men who are among the selected can
dates for the Fellowship of the Royal Society. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS. 
Amo·im11 Journ:r! of Scimu, May.-Observations on the 

derivation and homologies of some Articulates, by James D. 
Dana. It is probable that all Articubtes are successional to 
the Rotifers. There is reason for believing further that the 
types of Annelids, Crustaceans, and probaiJiy that of Lirnuloids, 
had their independent Rotifer origin. The line to the lower 
and earlier Arachno:ls, that is to the Scorpions, leads up from 
the early Pterygotus-like Limuloids. A line of succession 
from Worms to and from these to Insects, although 
not proved geologically, is suggested by the fact that in low· 
grade insects there is no proper meta'l!orphosis, while in the 
higher the larval stage is lower and lower in embryonic level. 
The larval would result from an attendant retrograde 
embryonic change to a line parallel with the Myriapod, and 
beyond to the condition of a worrn.-Notes on 
apparall,ts for the geological laboratory, by J. E. Wolff. This 
paper contains instruction; for making diamond saws, for sawing 
thin sections of rock specimens, and for the management of. the 
arc light for purposes of projection.'-An elementary expression 
in thermoelectric>, by Carl Barus. Two metals . are thermo· 
electrically identical when the sign and the number of available 
molecular paths which the current (or. better, the elementary 
charge) is free to take, is the same in both metals.-Gases in 
Kilauea, by William Libbey. Observations of bluish·green 
flames bursting out from the Java, made with a pocket spectro· 
scope, revealed what was probably carbonic oxide and some 
hydrocarbons, shown by a band in the green, and bands in the red 
and blue. - Transformations. of mechanical into chemical energy, 
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III. Action of shearing stress C·lntinuerl, by M. Carey Le.a· 
The most instructive experiment was that with mercuric oxide· 
Half a gram was taken, and after trituration the unchanged 
oxide was diw:>lved out by repeated digestions with hydrochloric 
acid. The reduction products were dissolved out by a few drop; 
of aqua regia, filtered, and precipitated by sulphide. 
The amount of sulphide obtained correspond to the reduction 
of ·o329 gram of mercuric oxide. The of mechanical 
energy transformed into chemical was found to be 322 gram 
meters. Silver oxide, potassium ferricyanide, ferric ammonia, 
alum, silver carbonate ani sulphite, and sodium chloroaurate 
were also successfully reduced by grinding, but not cupric 
chloride. A porc:lain mortar was found much wne efficient 
than one made of agate. 

Eul/etiu of the Nezv York lllathemtrfical S,•cidy, \·ol. iii. No. 
7, Apri11894· {New York: Macmillan.) Prof. H. Maschke, 
in a thorough analysis of Harkness and Morley's "Theory of 
Functions"- it occupies pp. 155-167 of the present 
number-records the opinion that "the great merits of 
this valuable work will secure it a high rank in modern 
mathematical literature " Dr. G. A. 1\Iiller, in a note on sub· 
stitution groups of eight letter; (pp. 16S-g), makes an important 
addition to Dr. Cole's list in vol. ii. which is suitably 
acknowlerlged by him. Prof. J. 1\Icl\Iahon writes on the 
general term in the reversion of series (pp. 170-2) . In the 
notes the Simson·Lines are printed Simpson's lines. Dr. J . S. 
l\Iackay's discovery that no such property has been found in 
R. Simson's published writings, has not yet "caught on." 
There is a long list of ne\\' publications. 

L'Authropologit, tome v. No. 2, 1\Iarch-April, !894.-M. 
Ed. Piette contributes some notes to be used for the history of 
primitive art. The bulk of the accumulations found in 
caves are composed of broken bones of animals eaten by man, 
and a cursory ex:tmination of the debris suffices to show that 
whilst the remains of Equidm predominate in the lower strata, 
those. of Cervid:e are more abundant in the upper strata. 
Hence, the Glyptic period, as Piette calls the age in which 
quaternary man was in the habit of ornamenting bone, horn, 
ivory, and stone with sculpture or engraving, has two primary 
divisions-the Equidian age and the Cenidian age. The former 
of these may be considered to have two subdivisions, namely 
the elephantine, or h·ory epoch, and the epoch of the horse, 
called by M. Piette the Hippiquian epoch ; two subdivisions are 
al>o comprised in the Cervidian age, viz. the epoch of the rein· 
deer and that of the red-deer, or the Rangiferian epoch and the 

the female deity and the sculptures 
of theAitee Couverte of Epone, M. Emile Cartailhac: describes 
several blocks and menhirs from various parts of the country on 
which a female figure is sculptured \vith more or less detail. On 
the breast of one of these figures is the representation of an 
implement or weapon much like the ancient Egyptian 
boomerang. In a dolmen, excavated by Canon Greenwell at 
Folkestone, there were found two small cylindrical blocks of 
limestone, co\·ered with geometrical designs, in the middle of 
which, in a prominent place, is seen a human face, confined to 
the. forehead, no>e and but, so far, ·identical with the 
French sculptures.-!\!. Maurice Ddafosse gives an account of . 
the Hamites of Eastern Africa, in a brief summary of the ethno· 
graphical p:uts of the most recent works that have appeared on 
the subject. He refers more particularly to the valuable mono· 
graph by Dr. Philipp Paulitschke, entitled "Ethnographie 
Nordost·Afrikas, die materielle Cultur der Danikil, Galla und 
Somil" (llerlin, 1893). The Danakil, Somal and Galla 
peoples, each comprising a large number of tribes, the 
eastern horn of Africa between them. The Danakll dwell 
alono the coast of the Red Sea and to the east of AbyssiniJ, 
the Somal occupy the whole of that point of Africa which pro
jects into the Indkn Ocean, while the Galla tribes inhabit the 
country of the Somal and to the south of the Danakil 
and Abyssinia. They are all of Hamitic origin, and differ as 
much from their neighbours, the Berbers and the Semites of the 
north, a; they do from the negroes and the B.lntu of th; 
Their hair is not frizzly, but only woolly, and sometime> 1t 
attains to a length, especially among the 
The nose is not !ht; it is frequently broad and sho1t, but 1t IS 

sometimes ev.:n a'}uiline. The lips are rarely protuberant, 
though they are almost always M. Reinach 
continues his account of sculpture m Europe pnor to Greco· 
Roman influence; and M. E. Vouga di;cusses the probable age 
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of the lacustrine stations in Switzerhnd. M. Vouga calculates 
that the layer of mud that O\'erlies. the bronze bed to 
thickness of al,out 0'12 n. has requtred 3000 years for us 
accumulation that the deposition of the bronze bed itself 
occupied on; or more centuries, a layer of mud 
between the bronze bed and the stone bed (O'I2m. thtck) took 
another 3000 yean to accumulatt, and that the stone bed 
prob:tbly took twice as long in its formation as the bed 
did. The stations have been suddenly abandoned, wtth all the 
person:1l property of the several times, and com
pletely rleserted: once by the men of the pure stone age-the 
stone of the country; a second time per but very probably, 
by other men who possessed nephrite and pde implements, axes 
and polished hammers, and articles of copper ; lastly, hy the 
men of the bronze age. No satisfactory explanation of these 
facts has yet been offered, but perhaps the frequent change 
of level of the lake waters may be to some extent responsible 
for them. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES. 
LONDON. 

Royal Society, April 26.-" On the Specific Heats of 
G:J.Ses at Constant Volume. Part II. Carbon Dioxide." 
By Dr. J. Joly, F.R.S. 

Jn the former experiments on thi> ga•, recorded in 
the first part of thh research, 1 the highest absolute density 
at which the specific heat was determined was O'OJ78. 
In the present observations the determinations of specific 
heat have been carried to densities at which the substance 
was partly in the liquid state at the lower limit of 
temperature of the experiments. Observations dealing 
with true specific heat, uncomplicated by the presence 
o' thermal effects due to the presence of liquid, are limited by 
the density 0'1444· At this density the mean specific heat 
over the range, 12" C. to 100° C., is O':ZOJS· 

These observations, combined with those contained in Part I. 
(loc. cit.), afford a well defined line, which rises slowly at the 
higher den;ities, turning away from the axis of density. 

According to an empirical equation to this line, the specific 
hell of carbon dio:dde at constant volume is given in terms of 
its variation with density p, as follows : 

Cv = 
"On the Specific Heats of Gases at Constant Volume. 

Part III. Tne Specific Heat of Carbon Dioxide as a Function 
of Temperature." By Dr. J. Joly, F .R.S. 

In order to investigate the question of the variation of the 
specific heat of carbon dioxide with temperature, a steam 
calorimeter was constructed having double walls of thin brass, 
between which the vapour of a liquid boiling under atmospheric 
pressure could be circulated. The vessels used in the experi
ments were hung in the closed inner chamber. Into this chamber 
steam could be admitted after the temperature had become 
stationary and the same as that of the jacketting vapour. In 
this way the initial temperature could be varied. 

Expe• iments at various densities and over four intervals of 
temperature were carried out. The densities chosen were 
0'0456: o·o8oo; 0'1240; o·18oo, and 0'1973· The intervals 
of temperature over which the gas at each density was investi· 
gated were: air temperature to 100"·; 35" C. {boiling point of 
ether) to roo•; 56" (boiling point of acetone) to roo·, and 78" 
(boiling point of ethyl alcohol) to 100°. 

The results are plotted on 5 equi-density lines, in which the 
precipitation due to the calorific capacity of the gas between 
and 100" is plotted against the initial temperature 11 in each 
case. If the specific heat is invariable these are right 
This proves to be sensibly the case for the lines p=0'04S6 
anrl p:o·oSoo; those of lowest density. 

Tne next line, 0'124, is nearly reculinear over the higher 
ranges, but pursued in the direction of decreasing temperature 
it rises markedly, thus indicating that the specific heat at constant 
volume falls in value with increasing temperature. The line 
p=O'I8oo and the one close above it, p=o'I97J, show this 
variation very markedly. Their varbtion below the critical 
temperature is complicated by the presence of liquid, 

1 "On the Specific Heats of G:u:s at Constant Vo'u ne," Part {, Phil. 
Trans. vol. clxxxii. 189r. pp. 73-117· 
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The following empirical equation expresses the line p=O'l24 
calculated into a line of \'ariation of specific heat with tern· 
perature:-

Cv=a (roo-t) +b (roo-tp +c (Ioo-t)l, 
where tis the initial temperature of the experiment in centi· 
grade degrees ; 

a=O'l902oooo, 
b= -0'00006750, 
C=O'OOOOOI82. 

Geological Society, May 9.-Dr. Henry Woodward, 
F.R.S., President, in the chair. The following communica
tions were read :-Carrock Fell: a Study in the Variation of 

Rock-m:J.Sses. Part I. The Gabbro. By Mr. Alfred 
Harker. The author opened with an account of the general 
relations of the intrusive rock.masses of the district, and pro
ceeded to deal more particularly with the gabbro, which forms 
the earliest A petrologic:1l description of the Carrock 
Fell gabbro followed a study of the variations observed in 
different parts of the mass. The rock becomes progressively 
more bas1c from the centre to the margin, from a quartz· 
j!abbro with as much as 591 per cent. of silica to an ultrabasic 
type with as little as The latter in extreme cases contains 
nearly 25 per cent. of iron-ores, partly titaniferous. This was 
compared with the igneous iron-ores described by Vogt in 
Scandinavia, &c., and the probable physical cause of the 
remarkable variation in the gabbro was discussed. Other 
modifications of the gabbro were briefly noticed, due on the one 
hand to metamorphism of the rock by a somewhat later intru· 
sion of granophyre, on the other hand to the gabbro-magma 
having enclosed considerable masses of the basic lavas of the 
district, which are themselves highly metamorphosed. The 
paper was commented upon by Mr. Marr, Prof. Judd, Prof. 
Cole, and Mr. Rutley.-The Geology of 1\Ionte Chaberton, by 
1\lr. A. M. Davies and Dr. J. W. Gregory. The importance 
of the Chaberton district, as affording a key to the general 
geology of the Cottians, was explained, and the opinions of 
previous observers referred to. The mountain was examined 
from three sides-that of the Grand Vallon ; the approach from 
Mont Genevre by the Col de Chaberton ; and that of the Clos 
des Morts Valley. The following are the conclusions arrived 
at :-ll) The well-known Chaberton serpentine is intrusive into 
the calc-schists,. ·ant! yields fragments to the rargtrm!es of the 
Trias: it is therefore a pre· Triassic intrusion. (2) There are 
on the mountain other fairly basic schistose rocks (quartz· 
chlorite-schists) which cut the Trias, and are therefore posi
Trz'asiz'r.i (3) The contorted beds in the Clos des Morts Valley 
are fossiliferous limestones, and it is from them that the fallen 
blocks recorded were derived. The only recognis
able fossil is Ca!amoph;•!lia fintsfrata, Reu>s, a characteristic 
coral of the Gosau Beds. In spite, .herefore, of the doubts of 
Kilian and Diener, the opinion expressed by Neumayr as to the 
existence of Cretaceous rocks in this part of the Alps is con· 
firmed. (4) The earth-movements of ihe mountain are de
scribed : they include ordinary folds, inversions, faults, and an 
important thrust-plane. (5) It is suggested that in addition to 
the two series of intrusive rocks above mentioned as pre· and 
post-Triassic, a third series· of late Cretaceous or Tertiary 
date may be represented in the 1\!ont Ged:vre and Rocciavre 
masses.-Cone in Cone. How it occurs in the Devonian (?) 
Series in Pennsylvania, U.S.A., with further details of its 
strilcture, varieties, &c., by 1\Ir. \V. S. Gresley. The author 
described cone-in-cone structure occurring in the Portage Shales 
of Pennsylvania, and gave details concerning the nature of the 
structure as seen in these shales. He critici>ed the explanation 
of Mr. J. Young as to the origin ofthe structure, and concurred 
in a great measure with the views of those who have suggested 
that the forma• ion was due to pressure acting on concretions. 

Mathematical Society, May 10.-Prof. Greenhill, F.R.S., 
Vice-President, in the chair.-The following communications 
were made: On the kinematical discrimination of Euclidean 
and non-Euclidean geometries, by Mr. A. E. II. Love. The 
problem of Helmholtz, to lay down axioms concerning motion, 
by which the Euclidean, elliptic, and hyperbolic geometries 
shall be distinguished from all other imaginable geometries, has 

recently solved by Sophus Lie in the third part of his 
"Theorie der Transformations-gruppen" (1893), and he adds 
the remark that the group of the Euclidean motions is distin
guished from the two groups of non· Euclidean motions by the 
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